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About your Speaker

 14 years at ECRI
■ Testing and evaluating medical equipment
■ Investigating problems and incidents to determine root causes 

and mitigations
■ Research and analysis  on HIT safety for Pennsylvania Patient 

Safety Reporting System and Partnership for HIT Patient Safety
■ Participating in committees related to infusion safety, medical 

device integration, EHR/HIT safety

 5 years volunteering with IHE PCD
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Section 1: How 
Interoperability and Systems 
Integration works from a 
Bedside View
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One patient, One measurement
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8 Patients X 4 Parameters =

24 Measurements
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Risks of non-integration

 Inaccurate data entry
 Loss of vitals data
 Delays in access to data
 Inaccurate identification of patient.
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MDI for Documentation

 Data is sent to the EMR through many different routes
■ Via a server for networked medical devices like infusion pumps, 

telemetry, physiologic monitors
■ Via periodic Bluetooth/wired synch for some vital signs monitors
■ Via a wired or wireless connection for  standalone medical 

devices

 Improves speed and accuracy of documentation
 Raw data must be verified by a nurse during 

reconciliation before it becomes part of the patient’s 
legal record
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MDI for Infusion Pump Programming

 Populates an infusion pump’s settings with data from the 
medication order, via an interface with BCMA

 Eliminates manual entry errors in medication, 
concentration, dose, etc.

 Programming must be verified and started by a nurse
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Getting MDI right… the Tech Side

 Right Patient
■ Matching the patient ID to the device ID… and un-doing the 

match when the device leaves the patient

 Right Data
■ Relevant, Actionable, and mapped to the right fields

 Right Time
■ All devices and systems agree on a consistent time of events that 

enter the patient’s legal record

 Right Security
■ All information coming to and leaving the device is secure, 

correct, and authenticated
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Getting MDI right… the People Side

 Right Policies and Procedures
■ Change management 
■ Security 
■ Communication and collaboration

 All involved parties, including IT, clinical engineering, nursing, risk
 Acknowledge shared ownership and individual responsibilities
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Problem:

How can you make sure 
you’re securing the right 
things, the right way?
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Section 2: Problems you’ve 
heard scary news reports on 
that aren’t all that scary… yet.
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 https://www.wired.com/2015/08/video-shows-terrifying-
drug-infusion-pump-hack-action/

 https://www.wired.com/2015/06/hackers-can-send-
fatal-doses-hospital-drug-pumps/

 http://medcitynews.com/2015/08/hospira-blackberry-
infusion-pump-hack-was-a-sham/
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Hospira Infusion Pumps

 A 2015 ICS CERT advisory regarding Plum A+/A+3 and 
LifeCare PCA 5 vulnerabilities reports that the pumps' 
communication TCP/UDP port 5000 has the potential to be 
exploited through a buffer overflow vulnerability. 

 Little potential for patient harm because of the difficulty of 
exploiting the vulnerability.
■ Extensive knowledge and re-engineering of the device architecture 

would be required to exploit the vulnerability and create a buffer 
overflow.

■ There are no reports of remote code exploitation to date.
■ As stated in the ICS CERT advisory, neither the researcher nor 

Hospira's independent third party test lab have demonstrated that 
remote code execution is possible.

 ECRI Institute Comments on 2015 ICS CERT Advisory Regarding Pre-Mid 2009 Plum A+/A+3 and LifeCare
PCA 5 Vulnerability.  9/8/2016. 
https://www.ecri.org/Components/Alerts/Pages/TrackingUser/AlertDisplay.aspx?AId=1627901
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 http://www.startribune.com/st-jude-medical-sharply-
criticizes-short-seller-s-attack-on-its-
cybersecurity/391437581/

 http://www.reuters.com/article/us-stjude-cyber-
idUSKCN1101YV

 http://fortune.com/2016/08/31/hacking-st-jude-
pacemakers-flawed/
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St Jude Pacemakers

 A investment company, Muddy Waters, partnered up with 
a vulnerability research firm, MedSec, and developed a 
report that claimed St Jude pacemakers are vulnerable to 
attacks, causing St Jude stock prices to tumble. 

 MedSec claimed a range of 50 feet to conduct an exploit 
which could drain the battery at 3%/hr, potentially leaving 
the patient without pacing.  
■ Proximity:  St Jude says 50-foot range is impossible- when 

implanted, transmission range drops to a few feet max.
■ Time: St Jude and independent researchers say you would need 

close proximity to a hacked programmer for hours to days. And 
the Merlin@home monitoring device would detect and alert for 
the low battery.
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 https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2016/03/30/1400-flaws-automated-
medical-supply-system/

 http://www.massdevice.com/u-s-homeland-security-dept-warns-
cybersecurity-risk-carefusions-pyxis/
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Pyxis Supply Station

 Legacy Pyxis SupplyStation versions contain numerous known 
vulnerabilities associated with Windows Server 2003/Windows XP 
operating systems and end of life third-party software

 Vulnerabilities could be exploited by malicious actors or non-targeted 
attacks- making them lock and requiring a physical key to open

 Cabinets are used to hold medical supplies like sutures and 
sponges, not medications or critical items like resuscitation supplies

 Access to the hospital network would only be possible with extended 
physical access to a cabinet, which are typically in high-traffic areas

 Direct impact on patient care is low
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Section 3: Problems you won’t 
see in the news that have 
actually caused trouble
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1. Clock Synchronization

 An eight-minute difference [was noted] between the Epic 
[sic] computer and the cardiac monitor. This shows a 
delay in care where there is a patient issue (i.e., pain 
medications, blood pressure medications). (Accurate 
blood pressure does not correlate with time issue 
occurred.) Monitors and computers need to be 
synchronized. The patient was not harmed. System will 
be corrected immediately per [information technology 
department].
■ http://patientsafetyauthority.org/ADVISORIES/AdvisoryLibrary/2

012/Dec;9(4)/Pages/143.aspx
Right Time
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Clock Synchronization- effects

 Time discrepancy between clinician actions hand-
recorded in EMR and cardiac monitor readings sent to 
EMR
■ Need to titrate BP medications to result: deliver, assess, adjust, 

repeat

 Two potentially dangerous results:
■ Caregivers use the EMR for physiologic status, receive misleading 

information about a patient’s condition, and give inappropriate 
therapy

■ Caregivers use the cardiac monitor  for status- EMR (incorrectly) 
shows a delay in care between device-reported status and 
caregiver-reported actions, caregiver could be questioned about 
delayed care.

Right Time
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Where was the 
data going?
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When clocks align…

Cardiac Monitor

1:00  BP normal

1:04  BP a little low

1:08 BP  very low

1:12  BP low

1:16  BP a little 
low

1:20  BP normal

1:24  BP normal

1:28  BP a little 
high

1:32  BP normal

1:36 BP normal

Time Vitals shown in 
EHR

Clinical Actions: Nursing 
Notes in EHR

1:00  BP normal

1:04  BP a little low Started pressor at a low rate

1:08 BP  very low Increased pressor rate

1:12  BP low

1:16  BP a little low

1:20  BP normal Decreased pressor rate

1:24  BP normal

1:28  BP a little high Decreased pressor rate

1:32  BP normal

1:36 BP normal
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Clocks off 8 minutes- Believing the Monitor

Time Cardiac 
Monitor

1:00  BP normal

1:04  BP a little low

1:08 BP  very low

1:12  BP low

1:16  BP a little low

1:20  BP normal

1:24  BP normal

1:28  BP a little high

1:32  BP normal

1:36 BP normal

Time Vitals shown 
in EHR

Clinical Actions: Nursing 
Notes in EHR

1:00 

1:04  Started pressor at a low rate

1:08 BP normal Increased pressor rate

1:12  BP a little low

1:16  BP  very low

1:20  BP low Decreased pressor rate

1:24  BP a little low

1:28  BP normal Decreased pressor rate

1:32  BP normal

1:36 BP a little high

1:40 BP normal

1:44 BP normal
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Clocks off 8 minutes- Believing the Monitor 
Patient OK, EHR Wrongly Records “Bad 
Practice”

Time Vitals  shown in 
EHR

Nursing Notes in EHR

1:00  BP normal

1:04  BP normal Started pressor at a low rate

1:08 BP normal Increased pressor rate

1:12  BP a little low

1:16  BP  very low

1:20  BP low Decreased pressor rate

1:24  BP a little low

1:28  BP normal Decreased pressor rate

1:32  BP normal

1:36 BP a little high

1:40 BP normal

1:44 BP normal

Why start a pressor if the patient 
doesn’t need it?

Caution!  This could give a healthy 
patient high BP!

Why is the BP dropping? You should 
be delivering more to raise the BP!

BP is still dropping despite pressors… 
raise the rate?

Reducing pressors on a patient whose 
BP is still low?

Again, reducing the rate? What if this 
makes their BP drop again?
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Clocks off 8 minutes- Believing the 
EHR

System
Time

Cardiac 
Monitor

1:08 BP normal

1:12  BP a little low

1:16  BP  very low

1:20  BP low

1:24  BP a little low

1:28  BP normal

1:32  BP normal

1:36 BP a little high

1:40 BP normal

1:44 BP normal

Time Vitals shown 
in EHR

Clinical Actions: Nursing 
Notes in EHR

1:00 

1:04 

1:08 BP normal

1:12  BP a little low Started pressor at a low rate

1:16  BP  very low Increased pressor rate

1:20  BP low

1:24  BP a little low

1:28  BP normal Decreased pressor rate

1:32  BP normal

1:36 BP a little high Decreased pressor rate

1:40 BP normal

1:44 BP normal
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Clocks off 8 minutes- Believing the EHR
Patient Receives Wrong Therapy

Time Vitals shown 
in EHR

Patient’s 
Actual Status

Clinical Actions

1:00  BP normal

1:04  BP a little low

1:08 BP normal BP  very low

1:12  BP a little low BP very low Started pressor at a 
low rate

1:16  BP  very low BP a little low Increased pressor rate

1:20  BP low BP normal

1:24  BP a little low BP normal

1:28  BP normal BP a little high

1:32  BP normal BP normal

1:36 BP a little high BP normal

1:40 BP normal

1:44 BP normal

The patient has low 
BP for 8 minutes 
before the nurses 
respond, and even 
then the initial 

response is not at a 
high enough rate for 
the clinical situation

The EHR indicates 
that the patient is 

still getting worse, so 
nurses are likely to 
keep increasing the 
pressors, probably 
spiking the BP
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What can you do?

 Be on the lookout for problems and alert both 
clinical/biomedical engineering and IT if you suspect
■ Out-of-sync or ‘stale’ data
■ Loss of data transmission

 When in doubt, look at the device touching the patient 
first
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2. Firewall Mixup

 The site reported that they were setting up for a procedure 
and received [an error message recommending a retry].The 
process was followed, however, the system failed to respond. 
Therefore, the superdimension portion of the case was 
cancelled with the patient under general anesthesia. The case 
was completed for the patient using other methods. In 
addition, it was reported that they had recently installed anti-
virus software on the system.

 At some point in the installation of the anti-virus software the 
hospital installed, the IT staff turned on the windows firewall. 
The firewall being turned on disrupted communication 
[explaining] the issues and error messages the site was 
seeing. Once the firewall was turned off, the system once 
again operated normally
■ http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMAUDE/Deta

il.CFM?MDRFOI__ID=2224751

Right Policies and Procedures
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How ENB is like Waze for your lungs

Plan a path to the lung biopsy site and then 
view progress live during the procedure
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Firewall mixup- effects

 Longer surgical time 
■ Patient spends longer time under anesthesia, increasing risk of 

error or injury
■ OR schedule is delayed, potentially postponing other procedures

 Conversion to other methods
■ ENB provides minimally invasive access to difficult-to-reach areas 

of the lung in order to obtain biopsy samples
 Planning software “maps out” a route to the biopsy site based on scans of 

patient anatomy
 Visualization during surgery “guides” the surgeon along the route

■ If this procedure were easy, surgeon probably wouldn’t use ENB

Right Policies and Procedures
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What can you do?

 Ask your clinical engineering department to trial an 
update in a controlled environment like a test lab

 Ask to be notified of device updates, and, if a device has 
been updated, verify it’s still working before using it on a 
patient.
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3. Updates can Break Integration 

 Microsoft offered Windows 10 upgrades free-of-charge 
for devices using Windows 7, 8 and 8.1.  
■ Computers using these OS may prompt users to upgrade, and 

some users have admin rights
■ Connected medical devices or related software may become 

inoperable or malfunction with new OS

 http://www.ecri.org/Components/Alerts/Pages/Tracking
User/AlertDisplay.aspx?AId=1624811

Right Policies and Procedures
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Computer-based Medical Devices
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Updates can break integration- effects

 Device fails or becomes inoperable
■ Medical workstations for radiology, pharmacy, etc. may not be 

able to launch needed programs
■ Laptop-based devices like ultrasound scanners and respiratory 

analyzers may no longer recognize/ operate attached devices
■ Connections to other devices or systems may break

 Patient delays or harm due to needed devices not being 
available for use

Right Policies and Procedures
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What can you do?

 Ask your IT department to make sure the logins used by 
clinical staff don’t have admin privileges 

 Do Not upgrade computer OS without written assurance 
from suppliers that medical devices or software will still 
work

 If an unapproved upgrade happens, ask your IT 
department to follow Microsoft instructions to restore the 
system
■ http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-10/going-back-to-

windows-7-or-windows-81-from-windows-10
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4. Third-Party Vulnerability Scanning

 During an unannounced black box test, telemetry kept 
rebooting and was down for 2 hours
■ Facility had forgotten to provide an exclusion list to the security 

firm
■ No tech support in the middle of the night

 Security firm forgot to exclude medical systems in the 
next test and the problem recurred

 https://www.ecri.org/Components/Alerts/Pages/Trackin
gUser/AlertDisplay.aspx?AId=1624261

Right Policies and Procedures
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Where was the 
data going?
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Third-Party Vulnerability Scanning- effects

 Lack of central monitoring means nurses would have 
missed cardiac events during downtime

 Possible patient harm if a patient in trouble is not 
identified and treated quickly

Right Policies and Procedures
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What can you do?

 Ensure that charge nurses are notified of vulnerability 
scans on medical devices in their care areas

 During scans, be on the lookout for system downtime and 
interface problems

 Have a backup plan for each scanned system so you 
know what to do if it fails or freezes
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In Summary
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In Summary
Tell your Clinical/Biomedical 
Engineering and IT colleagues 
about suspected problems

Listen for colleagues talking 
about system problems

Look for problems with 
interfaces and integration
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Thank you!

 Erin Sparnon, MEng.
 Engineering Manager, Health Devices
 ECRI Institute Headquarters
 (610) 825-6000 x 5539
 esparnon@ecri.org


